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One of the most common and inconvenient problems with the Chevy Monte Carlo is when it has
no heat coming from the heater. Not having a functioning heater makes driving much less
comfortable, and can be a sign of certain issues. At the simplest level, there are two main
reasons why the heater is not working. If the heat is blowing, but blowing cold, it has something
to do with the coolant getting to the heater core, or the heater core itself. At the simplest level
possible, the heater works by passing hot coolant from the engine into a tiny radiator called the
heater core. At this point, the blower motor blows air across the it and the newly heated air
blows on to the driver and passengers. If the heater has stopped working in your Monte Carlo,
this process has failed in one way or another. There is almost never a situation where you
would need to take the radiator cap off of the radiator to add coolant. The exception to that
would be when you would have reason to believe that the hose going from the reservoir to the
radiator is clogged. While not having enough coolant may make your engine run hotter, it can
also cause your Monte Carlo to not be able to create enough heat. You can verify this by
checking the coolant level by taking a peek at the overflow reservoir. The overflow reservoir will
be connected to the radiator by a tube coming from the top usually right by the radiator cap.
Some vehicles only have full hot. It does this by allowing water to enter the engine when it is
getting hot, and by keeping coolant from entering while the vehicle warms up. Sometimes when
a thermostat goes bad, it stays stuck open. This allows the coolant to continuously enter the
engine. If your Monte Carlo has a built in temperature gauge, take a look at it and see if it is in
the spot it is normally in after a bit of driving. The heater core itself can go bad. Over time, they
are known to clog and fail. Without the warm coolant going through it, there can be no heat. A
bad heater core can also leak, so watch out for that. There are two hoses coming to and from
the heater core. They both should feel warm or hot to the touch with the engine on. If one of the
hoses is hot, and the other one is cold, that is a pretty good indication that the heater core is
clogged. If the neither hose has any heat, you may have air in the cooling system, low fluid, or
low pressure. If you look at your temperature gauge, and the engine is running hotter than
normal, but there is not heat coming from the heater you may be having issues with the water
pump. Try taking the vehicle out of gear and revving the engine a little. Also, the serpentine belt
going to the water pump going bad can it not turn as fast as it needs to. But, using the info
above about how and why a heater would fail can make it a lot easier. If there is anything you
would like to add, please feel free to leave a comment below. Low Coolant While not having
enough coolant may make your engine run hotter, it can also cause your Monte Carlo to not be
able to create enough heat. Heater Core The heater core itself can go bad. Water Pump If you
look at your temperature gauge, and the engine is running hotter than normal, but there is not
heat coming from the heater you may be having issues with the water pump. Make Model Year.
Price and Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing Details. Trade must
be present at time of transaction. We have a state of the art facility that is ready to help you with
your new or used Volkswagen purchase, used cars, used trucks, used SUVs, and used vans
wherever you live. Call us at or visit our website at Low, low mileage coupled with an exacting
maintenance program make this vehicle a rare find. Looking for a Chevrolet Monte Carlo that is
in great condition inside and out? Take a look at this beauty. This is about the time when you're
saying it is too good to be true, and let us be the one's to tell you, it is absolutely true. This is
the one. Just what you've been looking for. Call now This one won't last! Whether you have
good credit, bad credit, no credit or even in a bankruptcy or repossession we can help. Call us
at or come on in to our South Amboy, New Jersey showroom and one of our credit specialists
will help you get the vehicle you deserve at a payment you can afford. All financing subject to
lender approval, rates and terms may vary. Any payments listed are an example and not an offer
or guarantee or terms and are subject to lender assessment of credit,down payment and term.
While every reasonable effort is made to ensure the accuracy of this information, we are not
responsible for any errors or omissions contained on these pages. Please verify any
information in question with your sales representative. You'll love getting behind the wheel of
this Chevrolet Monte Carlo SS, which is complete with amenities such as a a leather interior,
heated seats, OnStar Communication System, anti-lock brakes, and side air bag system. It
comes with a 6 Cylinder engine. This one's a keeper. It has a crash test safety rating of 4 out of
5 stars. Complete with a suave white exterior and an ebony interior, this vehicle is in high
demand. Enjoy fresh air while driving to work with your sunroof open. The Ebony leather
interior adds a touch of class. Enjoy the sweet sounds of this vehicle's CD player. Don't wait on
this one. Schedule a test drive today! Delivery available upon request! Recent Arrival! You can
visit us in person to see this Chevrolet Monte Carlo. Odometer is miles below market average!
Sweet Wheels Great Deals COM or With features like a leather interior, dual climate control,
heated seats, traction control, OnStar Communication System, anti-lock brakes, and dual
airbags, this Chevrolet Monte Carlo SS Intimidator Dale Earnhart 3 is a must-have ride. It has a 6

Cylinder engine. This coupe scored a crash test safety rating of 4 out of 5 stars. Open the
sunroof on those warm summer days and take care of traffic with a smile. This vehicle comes
with leather seats. Keep the tunes going with features like CD player. Keyless entry makes it
really convenient with a simple click for hands-free locking and unlocking. Call today to test it
out! Roomy yet agile, its Automatic transmission and its trusty Gas V6 3. Call our sales team
today at to schedule a time to come take a test drive at Roland Rich Ford in Delavan, IL! We look
forward to working with you! We pride ourselves on value pricing our vehicles and exceeding
customer expectations! The next step? Give us a call to confirm availability and schedule a
hassle free test drive! Runs and drives out great!! Very clean inside and out!! If you're looking
for a unique Monte Carlo SS that is different from the rest New vehicles may include any and all
Chevrolet Rebates. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP
code to show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available.
Only show local listings. Year s. Price and Payment Loan Price. Engine and Drivetrain
Transmission Automatic Drivetrain Front Wheel Drive Cylinders 6 cylinders 47 8 cylinders 1.
Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Recently added listings. Listings with recent price drops.
Title issue. No accidents. Price Drop. Check Availability. Not provided. Showing 1 - 18 out of 52
listings. Overall Consumer Rating. Comfortable, fuel efficient and luxury. Probably one of the
best vehicles I have ever owned. I bought this car with k kms 6 years ago and it currently has k
kms with no engine issues at all. However, installing it was a snap thanks to the access panel
above the pump in the trunk. This car works excellent and has loads of power. The fuel
economy is exceptional, thanks to its high aerodynamic rating. The styling is also very nice, and
I am constantly getting positive remarks on its looks. The interior is also roomy and
comfortable. Read more. Read less. Sign Up. The following chart shows the 23 most common
problems for Chevrolet Monte Carlo. The number one most common problem is related to the
vehicle's engine and engine cooling with 85 problems. The second most common problem is
related to the vehicle's electrical system 72 problems. In our research we use the PPMY index to
compare the reliability of vehicles. The PPMY index of a certain model is defined as the
problems reported per thousand vehicles per Year. If the total number of problems reported by
Chevrolet Monte Carlo owners in the last 19 years is , and the age of the vehicle is 19, the PPMY
index can then be calculated as. For more information, refer to this page: A study of reliability
comparison across Chevrolet Monte Carlo model year vehicles. The following chart shows the
number of problems reported during each of the service years since the debut of the Chevrolet
Monte Carlo in When making the decision between buying a new or used Chevrolet Monte
Carlo, the following table can be used to compare the Chevrolet Monte Carlo with the Chevrolet
Monte Carlo from other model years. Note that the number of problems reported for the Monte
Carlo is while the average number of problems reported for the 14 model years of the Chevrolet
Monte Carlo is Car Problems. Table 1. Common problems of the Chevrolet Monte Carlo. Table 2.
Table 3. Compare the Chevrolet Monte Carlo with other model years. Engine And Engine
Cooling. Electrical System. Exterior Lighting. Air Bag. Service Brakes. Other Fuel System.
Power Train. Gasoline Fuel System. Electronic Stability Control. Seat Belt. Vehicle Speed
Control. Unknown Or Other. Parking Brake. Traction Control System. Air Brake. Switch Year:
Question: I noticed car was taking too long to shift from 1st to 2nd gear and when it did you
could feel the change harder than ever before. This does not happen every day I drive the car. I
haven't been able to pinpoint any specific time this happens, it just randomly happens. It may
act like this two days in a row and then not do it again for a couple of days. When scanned the
code read P, so the technician cleared the code and told me to drive it and see if the problem
still occurred and if so to return and he would scan it again to see if the same code came up.
Does this mean I may need a whole new transmission or just maybe a solenoid or some other
part? I am very concerned about the cost? Thank You. Engine size 3. I Changed transmission
fluid and filter after noticing it having a burnt smell. Answer: Several things can cause this code.
Most common is you have a faulty Pressure Control Solenoid. May have a c
cj7 trailer hitch
scp 3935
2007 chevy tahoe dashboard lights
omponent in the transmission is slipping; just as the code states- 'p transmission Component
slipping' But normally the shifting problems would occur at all times. The harshness is
happening because when the code appears, the trans will raise line pressure and change shift
adapts to try and compensate for a slipping component. A bad PCM, although not as common
can also do this. Transmission needs to be checked by a qualified trans. Tech in order to get the
problem isolated and not guess at the problem, because it could be very costly. You are
describing an engine misfire. Under acceleration, a problem in the ignition system is most

likely- bad spark plug or plug wire or ignition coil. Chevy Monte Carlo Transmission Code P
Question: I noticed car was taking too long to shift from 1st to 2nd gear and when it did you
could feel the change harder than ever before. Questions Lists All chevy Models. Our
Automotive Trivia Game- Question 1 of 10 with 0 correct??? Q and A Main. How Things Work.

